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Where are we at the moment?
The Covid-19 crisis has forced many British businesses
to accept unfavourable payment terms. We looked at a
survey recently conducted by credit management group
Intrum and these are some of the things they discovered.
The survey found that 80 per cent of the UK’s businesses
have accepted longer payment terms than they are
comfortable with as they do not want to damage client
relationships. This is despite the fact that 44 per cent of
UK businesses said late payment by customers threatens
their survival – up from 17% pre-Covid.
Late payment is also a greater threat to survival
in today’s environment, with 51 per cent saying it
reduces their liquidity, compared with 23 per cent
pre-Covid. Over half (52%) of UK businesses say that
macroeconomic uncertainty has caused them to extend
their payment terms to suppliers over the coming year
– up from the European average of 41%, and the highest
in Europe.
Intrum UK Managing Director Eddie Nott said “The
pandemic has piled pressure onto businesses in an
unprecedented way and many firms do not have the
flexibility to survive late payment. With pressure on
cash flow, timely payment is more important than ever
as businesses struggle to navigate the loosening of
lockdown restrictions. The long-term economic effects
of the Covid-19 crisis are not yet clear, but in the short
term many UK businesses face a battle for survival.
Awareness of the impact of late payment and the
options open to businesses under EU and UK legislation
is important. These and further voluntary initiatives
will be essential in ensuring steady cash flow for UK
businesses as we emerge from the immediate crisis.”
As UK businesses return to work many are still waiting
to be paid for work carried out pre-lockdown. A recent
survey by fintech business lender Market Finance found
that;
•

Ninety percent of SMEs are waiting to be paid an
average of £148,917 for work done pre-lockdown.

•

The vast majority of businesses (81%) are also
expecting to wait longer to be paid for the goods
they provide and work they do from now on.

•

Half anticipate waiting anywhere between 14-30
days beyond normal terms (45 days). Whilst 15%
reported they could be waiting anywhere between
3-6 months longer to be paid for work.

•

Longer term, business owners have revised down
their expectations of when they anticipate things
to return to normal. In March, the majority (56%)
felt business would normalise by September 2020.
However, now the majority (57%) feel it could take
as long as 1-2 years and are planning for this.

What changes can be made in order for
SMEs to thrive after Covid-19?
Customer acquisition using social media
•

YouTube has created ‘Video Builder Tool’, allowing
businesses without a marketing budget to create a
video ad, which can then be shared. All you need to
do is sign up.

•

Facebook, in response to COVID, has launched its
Business Resource Hub, advising businesses on
how to post effective content – even providing
templates for posts.

•

Pinterest has turned itself into a virtual shopping
platform by creating its Verified Merchant Program.

•

Instagram has created ‘stickers’, a virtual voucher
feature, so followers can easily order deliveries, buy
gift cards (to be used when the shop opens) and
even make donations to small businesses.

Replacing Footfall
In the UK, footfall is unlikely to see a dramatic increase
anytime soon – even with the economy starting to open
up again. How can businesses capture the support for
SMEs without physical customers? Currently the use
of video call platforms has skyrocketed. Businesses
are now using video calls more often for meetings and
also to walk customers around their premises and to
showcase products.

Optimising Deliveries
The impact on businesses who use their fleet vehicles
more effectively can be huge. Employers can save up to
20% (recent survey by Vimcar) by using fleet software
that optimise existing fleets and therefore conserve
fuel and employee related costs. Turning company cars
which are used by one driver into pool cars can save
thousands on tax and allow multiple users, thus utilising
the vehicle usage more effectively.
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Customer Retention

•

•

Be proactive with communication. Check in with
recent customers on the phone, by email, on social
media ensuring customers are satisfied. The aim is
to remind your customer base of your value, so they
go to you (not a competitor) when they are in a
better position to spend.

•

Feedback. If communication with customers is
increased then so is the opportunity for feedback.
Constructive feedback can be used to give
customers a sense of value and a better future
service/product. Those with positive feedback
can be upsold to and asked to write a review.
SMEs producing ‘case studies’, based on customer
interviews (written or video), can be shared using
the social media channels mentioned above.

•

Think about reorganising payments. Options here
include deferring payments to another quarter,
turning an annual payment into a monthly payment
or vice versa. On the flip side, if your customer is
financially stable, you can offer a discount when
they sign up to two years’ subscription instead of
one, for example.

Embrace the new normal
In the wake of the Covid-19 pandemic we are all being
advised to prepare for and expect a New Normal.
Covid-19 has been a catalyst for transformation with
not all changes being negative. Below are four areas
which have proven to be beneficial for a wide range of
businesses and can be adapted for use in the long term.
•

Office space. For businesses that currently
have an effective working from home policy, an
extension of this scheme seems logical. A longterm schedule that allows employees to work at
the office part-time can balance social distancing
needs with the cost of rent, company culture and
employee happiness.

•

Digitising B2C journeys. Where applicable, SMEs
should look to permanently transition their
products and services online. If you have not yet
transitioned to on-line shopping, then Shopify is
one of several easy-to-use platforms (that even has
its own COVID response page).

•

Digitising B2B journeys. Many businesses have
found that video-calling a client is just as effective
as a face-to-face meeting. This allows resources
(otherwise spent on travel or lunches out) to be
reallocated and used, e.g. to find the right customers
who are actually in a position to spend money.

Encourage ideas. Those who are managing to
succeed at the moment usually have one thing
in common: an ability to adapt. Create a work
environment where employees feel encouraged
to put in the extra hours and to be innovative with
their work. Sending out monthly – or even weekly –
company surveys with feedback on how this can be
best accommodated is one first step.

This pandemic has left an indelible mark on the way
we work. For those able to adapt fast and digitise their
core business, there are certainly opportunities out
there to succeed – and even excel – throughout and
beyond this crisis.
These tips are based on the results of a survey
conducted by Vimcar in June 2020.

Midland Credit Control and how we can
help you
Over the last several months where the country
has gone into lockdown and businesses have been
forced to cease production temporarily, we have been
working tirelessly with our clients to enable their cashflow to remain as fluid as possible whilst working as
sympathetically and effectively with all concerned.
We have a great team behind us and a wealth of
experience of making sure our clients get paid whilst
retaining their customers and the goodwill that has
previously been built.
Our service is discreet and effective with a fixed
monthly rate that allows you to budget effectively, there
are no hidden or added charges.
We offer flexible payment terms including payment
by Direct Debit to further aid the generation of new
business in the wake of Covid-19.
Contact us today to find out how we can help you.
info@midlandcreditcontrol.com
0121 440 6210
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